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GemRack Release Notes - V1.0 Build 1025 
 
 

The main purpose of this release (on 06-Feb-2019) is to improve the overall program useability 

and resolve any known bugs. 

 

If you have an active Support Subscription we encourage you to install this new release and take 

advantage of all the latest enhancements and corrections and if you have an expired Support 

Subscription and wish to renew it please contact our office. 

 

This update is available by clicking the pop-up that appears at the bottom of the screen when 

opening GemRack or via the Menu bar > Help >  Check for Updates function and following 

the prompts. 

 

The main changes for this release include: 

 implemented Parts List and Bill Of Materials ‘Export’ feature, 

 implemented Ctrl-F (flip objects), Ctrl-R (rotate objects) and Ctrl-S (switch objects) 

shortcuts in ‘Top View’, 

 enhanced the ‘pillar’ feature to support base plates  

 enhanced the ‘align’ feature to work/apply for Distance Markers and Captions, 

 enhanced ‘duplicate objects’ feature to support duplication in ceiling/ground direction, 

 enhanced the ‘fixture’ object to support diagonal mode and support for diagonal walls, 

 enhanced the ‘Top View & Run View’ Toolbox panel to support Beam & Frame colours, 

 enhanced System Options to allow user enter their/supplier details and 

 resolved various bugs related to distance markers, contacts window, Excel interface in 

Windows 8, Safety Audit feature and the printer driver. 

 

 

New Features 
 

- Implemented Parts List and Bill Of Materials ‘Export’ feature. 
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Enhanced Features & Corrections 
 

1. Enhanced ‘Top View’ to support Ctrl-F (flip objects), Ctrl-R (rotate selected group of objects) and 

Ctrl-S (switch objects) shortcuts, corresponding to existing menu functions. 

 

2. Enhanced ‘Pillar’ feature to also support an optional 'base plate' selection.  

 

 
 

3. Enhanced ‘Align Tops/Bottoms/Lefts/Rights’ feature to also work/apply for Distance Markers and 

Captions. 

 

4. Enhanced 'Duplicate objects' to support duplication towards ceiling, towards ground and to 

support '*' character (e.g. 'xxx,*') indicating 'maximum loops' to support '=' character (e.g. 

'xxx,=8000') indicating up to '8000' in the specified direction.  
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5. Enhanced the Fixture (object) feature to support diagonal direction and also be capable of being 

used for diagonal walls. 
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6. Enhanced 'Check for violations' feature to also check whether tier heights adhere to the Run pitch 

setting and optionally adjust values. 

 

7. Enhanced default Safety Inspection Codes to include part descriptions. 

 

8. Enhanced 'Top View & Run View' Toolbox panels to include entry of Beam & Frame colours. 

 

9. Resolved various issues related to distance markers and editing of contacts in the ‘Contacts’ 

window and individual ‘Contact’ dialog. 

 

10. Resolved a bug related to opening of Excel application in Windows 8 environment. 

 

11. Modified various functions to cater for 'printer driver' not working properly following some 

windows updates. 

 

12. Enhanced System Options to allow user enter their/supplier details to use in reports and drawings 

and as default for new projects. 
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13. Resolved several user reported bugs related to the Safety Auditor feature. 

 

 

 

To other release notes refer to GemRack Version/Updates History. 

https://gembs.com.au/version-updates-history-gemrack/

